Abstract In this paper, we generalize the concept of signal space detection to construct a xed delay tree search FDTS detector which estimates a block of n channel symbols at a time. This technique is useful for high speed implementation. Two approaches are discussed both of which are based on signal space partitioning. In the rst approach, symbol detection is performed based on a multi-class partitioning of the signal space. This approach is a generalization of binary symbol detection based on two-class pattern classi cation. In the second approach, binary signal detection is combined with a look-ahead technique, resulting in a highly parallel detector architecture.
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I. Introduction T HE formulation of xed delay tree search FDTS using signal space partitioning methods has been shown to yield an e cient sub-optimal sequence detector in high-density digital data storage channels 1 -4 . This formulation utilizes the fact that the decision process in FDTS with depth parameter is equivalent to two-class pattern classi cation in the + 1-dimensional signal space. The concept of binary classi cation reduces the detection problem to nding required decision boundaries and the associated decision rule, which maps the observation sample vector into the estimate of the input symbol. In this paper, we generalize the signal space approach to block-by-block detection which is useful for high data rate applications. In this scheme, the detector estimates a block o f n input symbols at a time based on + n consecutive observation samples. Two approaches are discussed both of which are based on signal space partitioning. The rst one is a generalization of the binary classi cation approach into multi-class detection. In this approach, the entire +n-dimensional signal space is partitioned into 2 n regions where each region is associated with n binary input symbols. Based on the partitioned space, the symbol detection is performed on a block-by-block basis. The other approach combines binary signal detection with a look-ahead technique. In this scheme, a block o f n input symbols is estimated based on n parallel binary detectors. The di culty associated with the dependence on past decisions is avoided by simply considering all possibilities for a set of past decision symbols. Detailed construction examples taken from high-density c hannels are also discussed.
II. Multi-Class Detection
This approach is a generalization of binary classi cation based on the signal space partitioning technique discussed in 4 . For this approach, we assume the observation sample r k contains n , 1 k, +n,1 , for 1 i 2 +n : 5 Given the observation vector r and 2 +n reference signal vectors yi, the goal of this detection scheme is to nd the reference signal that has the minimum distance to r and release the associated set of n symbols as the decision. The multi-class detection scheme is analogous to nding which group of paths among 2 n groups includes the path associated with the minimum accumulated metric. The next step is to identify the set of n symbols associated with that group and release them as a decision. In Fig. 1 , the look-ahead tree for = 1 and n = 2 are shown along with the 4 possible path groups that share the same values for x k,1 and x k,2 . For example, the rst group which contains path 1 and 2 is associated with x k,1 , x k,2 =1,1, the second group with x k,1 , x k,2 =,1; 1, and so on. For multi-class detection, the rst step is to construct the Voronoi Diagram VOD on the 2 +n possible signal vectors 5 6 . As in the binary detection case, the next step is to nd in-class Delaunay neighbors DNs which do not contribute to the overall decision boundary using the same redundancy test discussed in 4 . The decision rule is essentially the same as the one in the binary case except the decision regions are divided into 2 n instead of two regions: If r falls into one of For the detailed construction procedure, we consider the channel with impulse response ff k g=f1:0; : 7; : 2g and random binary input data. Let us assume that we are interested in the detection of two symbols n = 2 a t e v ery cycle with = 1 performance. The rst step is to nd 2 +n = 2 3 = 8 possible reference signal vectors and to construct the VOD on them.
The DN pairs are summarized in closer to yi than to yj. The discriminant function hijr can be used for determining whether the observation r is in the region Hij; it is de ned as 4 : hijr = 1 2 yi , yj r , 1 4 yi + yj yi , yj 7 where " denotes the dot product, and hijr takes a positive value when r is in Hij and a negative v alue when r is in Hji.
III. Parallel Processing of Binary Detectors
In this section, the construction procedure for a high speed FDTS with depth using signal space partitioning and a lookahead technique is described in detail. The main idea in this approach is to estimate a block o f n channel input symbols in parallel. In this way, we can e ectively decrease the symbol period by about a factor of n. In this block-based detection approach, most of the detection procedures for each symbolin the block are carried out in parallel without waiting for the previously detected input symbols within a prescribed period. Let us assume that a block o f observation samples of size +n is given by r k ; r k,1 ; : : : ; r k, +n,1 for the detection of a block o f n input symbols, x k, ; x k, +1 ; : : : ; x k, +n,1 . For the estimation of one input symbolx k, +n,1 with depth performance, an observation vector, whose elements are the + 1 most recent observation samples, is examined in the +1-dimensional space using the nearest neighbor rule. This observation vector is de ned as r k,n,1 = r 0 k,n,1 ; r 0 k,n ; : : : ; r 0 k, +n,1 8 where r 0 k is given by 3 with n = 0. At the time the detection process for x k, +n,1 begins, the processes for detecting the other symbols can begin without waiting for the decision on x k, +n,1 by utilizing a look-ahead technique. A similar modi cation should be made to de ne the vector r k,n,2 for detecting the symbol, x k, +n,2 . A problem occurs, however, when we try to express r k,n,2 in a form similar to 3 and 8. An estimated symbol,x k, +n,1 , i s needed in this modi cation, but is not available yet. One way to deal with this di culty is to estimate the conditional symbolvalue x k, +n,2 given x k, +n,1 = 1 o r ,1, respectively, without waiting for the nal decision on x k, +n,1 . In general, we can de ne the observation samples r The nal step is to make decisions on the n channel input symbols, x k, , x k, +1 , : : : , x k, +n,2 , based on the conditional estimatesx k, x k,n,1 ,x k, +1 x k,n,2 , : : : , x k, +n,2 x k,1 , and the detected symbolvaluex k, +n,1 . The procedures for detecting the conditional symbols and the symbolx k, +n,1 are the same, since they all utilize the same geometric information in the + 1-dimensional signal space.
As a construction example, we consider the implementation of FDTS with depth parameter = 1 and estimation block size n = 2 . The equalized observation samples r k are given by r k = x k + f1x k,1 + f2x k,2 + n k = y k + n k 12
where, with no loss of generality, f0 is normalized to one. It is assumed that f1 0 and close to one which is the typical situation in the high density c hannel. The rst step is to nd the wherex k,2 is the look-ahead value which is either 1 or ,1. We can set up a similar decision rule to 15 by substituting r k,1 with r k x k,2 . The block diagram for the detector is shown in Fig. 3 . Three identical structures inside the dotted rectangles are placed in parallel for detecting x k,2 and x k,1 x k,2 's for high speed operation. At the nal stage, a 2-by-1 multiplexer is used to make a nal estimate on x k,1 . Two methods are discussed which implement a high speed FDTS. These approaches are based on multi-class detection and parallel estimation of a block of n input symbols using space partitioning techniques. The approaches can be generalized to the case for arbitrary values of and block size n 2.
The illustrative examples from high density c hannels suggest a signi cant improvement in the processing speed.
